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The cost of electricity from wind is about 4 ¢ per kilowatt-hour (kWh) according to M. Z. Jacobson and G. M. Masters' estimate in their Policy Forum "Exploiting wind versus coal" (Science's Compass, 24 Aug., p. 1438), making wind energy competitive with new coal-fired generation. There is a 1.5-¢/kWh federal credit for wind energy producers, and, in addition, consumers are willing to pay a premium for wind. Given this credit, and a conservative 0.5-¢/kWh green power premium (1), one might expect wind producers to break even at ~6 ¢/kWh. If their costs are 4 ¢/kWh, producers should make large profits and wind should dominate new electric capacity. No such boom is observed; wind generates only 0.1% of U.S. electricity and accounts for only 1% of capacity additions in the last 5 years (2). Two factors--transmission and intermittency--raise the real cost of wind and explain the discrepancy between simple estimates of cost and observed installation of capacity.

Jacobson and Masters propose replacing ~60% of coal capacity with wind farms in North Dakota that have an average power of ~130 GW. At this scale, wind is a significant fraction of capacity, and its intermittency must be addressed. To derive a conservative estimate for the cost of backup generation under suboptimal wind conditions, suppose that 130 GW of gas turbine capacity is installed. Wind power generated beyond the mean output can be sold, roughly compensating for fuel costs when backup generation is used. The amortized cost of the gas capacity is ~1 ¢/kWh. In addition, Jacobson and Masters dismiss transmission costs, suggesting that they "can be offset with turbine mass production." We are unconvinced. The best sites for wind farms are in the Great Plains, far from demand centers concentrated on the coasts, so transmission costs must be included if wind is to supply a significant fraction of national demand. Using modern HVDC (high-voltage direct current) technology, transmission costs are ~1.5 ¢/kWh for 2000-km lines (3). Therefore, combining the cost of backup and transmission adds 2 to 3 ¢/kWh to the cost of wind, partially explaining the discrepancy between simple cost estimates and observed behavior.

We believe that the challenges posed by remoteness and intermittency are surmountable, but it is an exaggeration to say that wind is now competitive with coal.
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